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	Abstract: A major problem had been identified at the 48th Fighter Wing, Royal Air Force (RAF) Lakenheath, United Kingdom. When F-15 in-flight emergencies occur, aircrew may have to activate their emergency oxygen system, which provides them with an emergency source of oxygen for use in the event of hypoxia symptoms, total oxygen/pressurization failure, or ejection from the aircraft from 25,000 to 50,000 feet. When an aircraft undergoes rapid decompression or oxygen system failure, the time of useful consciousness for aircrew may be 60 seconds or less. The airflow from the emergency oxygen system to the operator is minimal in comparison to the normal aircraft oxygen system supply and can create a mis-perception that oxygen is not flowing and the system is inoperative. This chain of events has been known to cause symptoms of hypoxia in the event of an in-flight rapid de-pressurization and/or an oxygen system failure. This lack of system familiarity and confidence presented a persistent need to train aircrew that may have to use this system to ensure they remain safe in the event of an emergency. The Electrical and Environmental Section of the 48th Maintenance Group immediately got to work on a solution. These maintenance professionals designed, fabricated, and built the USAF’s first ever aviator emergency oxygen simulator, dubbed the “Oxygen Bar”. A Modified Advanced Concept Ejection Seat was adapted to mimic the oxygen bailout bottle when activated by aircraft operators. The simulator provides operators a controlled and realistic experience of the system when it is activated. Additionally, the team authored an academic plan to educate aircrew on the functions and operational use of the aircraft oxygen breathing regulator and emergency oxygen system activation. Aircrew sit in the trainer, don their helmet and mask, connect to the simulated oxygen system, and pull the valve open to start the system simulation.The results, praised by the Commander of the 48th Fighter Wing, were second-to-none. Research by the US Air Force shows 80 percent of aircrew members with no experience of decompression or oxygen failure wait as long as 15 seconds to respond correctly to an emergency.  The “Oxygen Bar” provides aircrew with familiarity of what to expect while breathing on their emergency system.  Having the awareness that airflow will indeed be minimal, but sufficient to support survival, gives trained aircrew confidence and allows them to concentrate on the remaining emergency procedures, mitigating a risk to life and total aircraft loss. In the eight months since the simulator was implemented, the team has trained 108 aircrew. This capability guarantees Combatant Commanders war ready operators and aircraft. This training decreased pilot response times, maximized the decision-making window, refined operator techniques, and enabled pilots to quickly focus on aircraft recovery. Knowledge of this training was shared across the CAF and implemented by two additional fighter wings. The innovation was further showcased to Air Force Material Command and United Nations leaders. Declared as aviation's way forward, the "Oxygen Bar" simulator provides the capability to train 300 pilots at a $101 gross annual cost. 


